Guidelines
Developers are expected to refer to and reflect the architectural details of the
“Important Buildings” with their residential designs.
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IMPORTANT SPACES IN THE VILLAGE

These include Joy Mead Gardens, the Churchyard, Cemetery, Chapel, and the area to
west of Little Court Yard. Joy Mead is of particular significance as it is unique. They
are identified on the map, and as pictured previously.
Guidelines
It is recommended that all these important open areas remain and that they are
managed appropriately.
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TREES AND HEDGES

There is a wealth of mature trees and hedges. All the approaches to the village have
grass verges with thick hedges mainly of hawthorn and blackthorn, where wild
flowers grow. Most hedges are well maintained.
Guidelines
It is recommended that all hedges should be maintained and managed appropriately.
Thus acting as green boundaries but also providing the correct habitat for wildlife.
Any new planting should be of indigenous species. Generally layering and coppicing
of hedgerows is to be encouraged. However, farmers are specifically advised to seek
guidance from the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) or
similar, for current good practice on farm hedgerow management.
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Everdon Road

Maidford Road

Typical approaches to village, showing trees, hedges and verges
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FLORA AND FAUNA

The parish of Farthingstone has many spinneys, woods, hedges and areas of
farmland that have been sensitively managed over a long period. Fox, badger hare
and deer breed successfully in the ample cover, as do french partridge, pheasant,
woodcock and snipe. The village is home to migrating swifts, swallows and house
martins, woodpeckers, nuthatch, greenfinch and goldfinches. The small ponds on
farmland and the golf course provide habitat for ducks, geese, moor hens and other
aquatic life. Plover and other migratory birds use the grass areas of surrounding
farmland.
Guidelines
Developers, landowners and householders can protect wildlife by providing new
habitats and ensuring that existing ones are not used for development. Good
stewardship of the land can include, grass covered beetle banks, over-winter stubble
and reduction in the use of insecticide and pesticide sprays.
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HIGHWAYS AND TRAFFIC

The characteristic of access in the village is that of narrow lanes edged with grass
verges rather than roads. All lanes leaving the village have extremely restrictive
views in terms of traffic and pedestrian movement.
The village road/footpath edgings are predominantly cobblestone sett, or low-level
granite kerbs. Apart from 134m in Litchborough Road where standard 10 x 4 and up
stand kerbs have been installed. (see photo below)
Parking is one of the largest concerns of the village. All approaches have access
problems due to narrow lanes and parking, particularly Main Street (see photo)
The varied usage by road traffic includes; domestic cars and trailers, horseboxes,
large tractors and agricultural machinery, road tankers, horse carriages, horse back
riders (groups), event cycling, walkers, cattle and sheep plus large industrial
deliveries.
Examples, which are part of the local character:
Litchborough Road, one-sided footpath, restricted junction with Weedon Road.
Weedon Road, one-sided footpath:

Example of narrow lane and footpath
on Litchborough Road

From Main Street to
Litchborough Road/Weedon Road Junction
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Main Street

Main Street - 5.2m wide road, restricted to 3.5m due to parking, two-sided footpath,
1.1m and 0.9m. (See photo above)
Everdon Road - restricted view. No footpaths.
Maidford Road - restricted view, one-sided footpath.
There are many footpaths (shown on the map), which provide access on every
approach to the village. The Knightley and Macmillan Way are the most walked and
they both have extensive views both on access and egress.

Footpath locations are: Maidford Road, Knightley Way to the east of The Hollies, east of Little Court
Yard and opposite Little Court Farm.
Everdon Road, through Woodlands golf course and along the road to the
village.
Litchborough Road, beside Earls Farm.
Weedon Road, on approach to the village leading across fields to Church
Stowe.

Guidelines
Residents should be encouraged to park only on the south side of Main Street.
The extensive views out from and into the village from footpaths are integral to the
village character (see map), and any future building, alterations, or additions should
take this into account. The impact of any new building on highway visibility must be
fully considered.
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STREET FURNITURE

Street Furniture is varied in style and location.. An example being of a unique design
is the seat in the wall shown on page 3. It should be noted that many of the existing
street signs, marker posts etc. are standard designs, which are not very attractive.
Guidelines
Excessive signage is inappropriate in a rural village.
Street furniture should be of a good design suitable to a rural location. Residents
would prefer wood or wrought iron.
When considering the replacement of street furniture, such as the village sign, street
names and finger posts etc, new designs more suitable to a rural village would be
preferred.
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UTILITIES AND SERVICES

The overhead network of electricity and telephone lines, which festoon the verges,
spoil the visual character of the village. There is also a plethora of unsightly wooden
and concrete poles supporting these lines.
Guidelines
It is recommended that the service industries bury these supplies wherever possible
or re-route the wires.
Example:

Telephone lines in Main Street
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LIGHTING

Street lights are of low emission sodium, and are not eco-friendly. The current
supports to the lights are varied and not in keeping with the character of the village.
Many lights are supported on existing telephone/electricity poles. Security lights are
now numerous.
Guidelines
Any additional street lighting must be minimal, and white, rather than orange. It
should be of a design suitable to a rural location.
In any change to the grounding of the lines, careful consideration should be given to
replacement supports.
Private security lights need to be installed sympathetically so that they do not intrude
on surrounding buildings, neighbours and traffic.
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